ABSTRACT. In this paper, we obtain precise asymptotic representations for a broad class of solutions of first-order algebraic differential equations whose coefficients belong to a certain type of function field.
Introduction.
This paper completes an investigation into the representation of solutions of first-order algebraic differential equations which was begun in [l] and continued in [2] .
The class of equations that we treat consists of first-order differential equations Q(z, y, y ) = 0, where ÍÍ is a polynomial in y and y , whose coefficients belong to a certain type of function field which was introduced and investigated by W. Strodt in M. Such a field consists of functions, each defined and analytic in a sectorial region approximately of the form (1) a<argiz-ßei<a+b)/2)<b (for fixed a and b in (-n, n) and some ß > 0), and has the property that there is a fixed nonnegative integer p (called the rank of the field) such that the field contains all logarithmic monomials of rank < p (i.e. all functions of the form (2) Miz) = /</0(log z^Hlog log z)"2 • -• (log^z)"" for real a. and complex K /= 0); and, in addition, for every element / in the field except zero, there is a logarithmic monomial M of rank < p which is asymptotically equivalent to / as z -> oo over a filter base (denoted F(a, b)) which consists essentially of the sectors (1) as ß -► +•<», (We point out that we are using here the stronger concepts of "asymptotically equivalent" (-v.) and "smaller rate of growth" («), which were introduced by Strodt in [7, § §13, 17] . For the reader's convenience, these concepts are reviewed in §2 below.) Of course, the set of all rational combinations of logarithmic monomials of rank < p is the simplest example of such a field.
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In [A] , [7] and [lO] , first-order equations, Q,(z, y, y')= 0, whose coefficients belong to such fields of arbitrary rank p.were treated and existence theorems were proved for solutions which are themselves asymptotically equivalent to logarithmic monomials over F(a, b) . In [3, p. 132] , existence theorems were proved for solutions of Q,(z, y, y ) = 0 (again for arbitrary rank p), which are of larger rate of growth than all logarithmic monomials over F(a, b), and for solutions which are of smaller rate of growth than all logarithmic monomials.
(These solutions were of the form exp fW, where W is a function which is asymptotically equivalent to a logarithmic monomial of rank < p.)
In [l] and [2] , the converse problem of determining the form of arbitrary solutions of such first-order equations was investigated.
In [l] , it was shown for arbitrary rank p, that any meromorphic solution which is of larger rate of growth over F(a, b) than a predetermined power of z must be of the form exp /M(z)(l + e(z)), where M is a logarithmic monomial of rank < p and where the analytic function e(z) tends to zero over F (a, b) . It was also shown that nonidentically zero solutions which are of smaller rate of growth than a predetermined power of z ate also of this form. In [2], we treated solutions of "intermediate" growth, in the special case when the rank of the coefficient field is zero. More specifically, we considered all solutions yQ(z) which are defined and meromorphic in a sector of the form (1) , and which are "comparable" with all logarithmic monomials M oí tank. < 1 (in the sense that for any such M, one of the relations y. « M, M « yQ or yQ ~ cM fot some constant c 4 0 is valid over F(a, b)). It was shown in [2] , that when the rank of the coefficient field is zero, then any such solution, which is not of larger rate of growth than all powers of z, and is not of smaller rate of growth than all powers of z over F(a, b), must be asymptotically equivalent over F(a, b) to a logarithmic monomial of rank < 1. In addition, it was shown that the analogous conclusion no longer holds when the coefficients belong to fields of rank higher than zero (i.e. when logarithms can actually appear in the coefficients (a, b) or is of the form exp /N(z)(l + e(z)), where N is a logarithmic monomial of rank < p and the analytic function í(z) tends to zero over F(a, b).
The necessity for assuming the condition of "power-comparability" is indicated by the following facts: If yQ « 1 over F(a, b), then for each positive integer n, yQ " tends to zero over F (a, b) . From Cauchy's formula for derivatives (see [6, p. 309] ), it follows that if an analytic function / tends to zero over Fia, b), then zf (z) also tends to zero over F(a, b), which suffices for the case when the rank of the coefficient field is zero (i.e. no logarithms). However, it is not necessarily true that (z logz)/ (z) tends to zero over F(a, b), which causes difficulty in the case when the rank of the coefficient field is higher than zero (e.g. let f(z) = z'/logz where z = -1). But if yQ is power-comparable with the constant function 1, and yQ « 1, then / = yQ " is « 1 for each positive integer 72, and it follows from the properties of the relation "«" (see [7, §28] ) that (z logz • • • log z)f (z) tends to zero over Fia, b) tot each positive integer a.
In §15, we show that the solutions, whose existence was proved in [3], [4], [7] and [lO] , all possess the property of being power-comparable with all logarithmic monomials. In addition, it is shown that there are analytic functions which are power-comparable with all logarithmic monomials over F(a, b), but which are neither asymptotically equivalent to a logarithmic monomial nor of the form exp /N(z)(l + e(z)) where N is a logarithmic monomial and f(z) tends to zero over F (a, b) . Also in §15, we take the opportunity to correct three printer's errors in [2] .
In §16, is an appendix containing five lemmas which are needed several times in the paper. They are put at the end of the paper to avoid unduly interrupting the main line of thought.
2. Preliminaries, (a) [7, §94] . Let -n < a < b < 77. For each nonnegative real-valued function i/r on (0, (b -a)/2), let T(iff) be the union (over 8 £ (0, ib -a)/2)) of all sectors
The set of all Tiiff) (for all choices of xft) is denoted Fia, b) and is a filter base which converges to «> by [7, §95] . Each Tiiff) is simply connected by [7, §93] .
If W(z) is analytic in T(ifr), then the symbol fW will stand for a primitive of W in T(xff).
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S. B. BANK (b) Unless otherwise indicated, logz will denote the principal branch of the logarithm in S: |argz| < tt. It is then easy to see that log(logz) is defined and analytic for those points in S where |z| > 1. We denote this function by log2«.
By induction, the function log .z = log(log z) is defined and analytic for those points in S where \z\ > e (0) (where e (z) is the rjth iterate of the exponential function). To complete the definition, log z is defined to be z when q = 0. A logarithmic monomial of rank < p is a function of the form (2) (which, of course, is defined to be K(exp S._Qa. log. .z)). Clearly, for any logarithmic monomial, there is an element of F(a, b) on which it is defined and analytic.
(c) [7, §ll] . 3. We now state our main result. The proof will be completed in §14.
Theorem. Let fl(z, y, y') = 2. ■>qÍ^i^y'iy')1 be a polynomial in y and y', whose coefficients f.. belong to a logarithmic field of rank p over Fia, b) for some nonnegative integer p, and let some coefficient be not identically zero.
Let y0(2) be a function which is defined, meromorphic and not identically zero in an element of Fia, b) and which satisfies Q(z, y0iz), y0 (2) (6), then for every e > 0, (7) holds while (8) is replaced by (9) y0«(l°g«,2)~iÖr
In Case (a) (i.e. where a is a real number), we say that the sequence is logarithmic.
In Cases (b)-(d) (i.e. where a is either + oo or -oo,) we say that the sequence is nonlogarithmic.
5. Lemma A. Let y0(z) ¿e a function which is defined and meromorphic in an element of F(a, b), and which is comparable over F(a, b) with all logarithmic monomials of rank < p, where p is a positive integer. Then y0 possesses a pexponent sequence over F(a, b) of some length a.
Proof. Let AQ be the set of all real a for which y0 « za over Fia, b). We distinguish three possibilities. If AQ is empty, then by comparability, we must have y" » za for all a. (Note that if y. % zat then a + 1 would belong to A .)
Hence in this case, the sequence (+ oo) is a p-exponent sequence for yQ. The second possibility is that AQ is nonempty but unbounded from below. In this case, clearly yQ « z for all a, so (-oo) is a p-exponent sequence. The last possibility for A. is that it is nonempty and bounded from below. By comparability it follows that if aQ is the infimum of AQ, then for any f > 0,
We now let A be the set of all real a for which y. « z (logz) . Again we consider the three possibilities for A,. Since p > 1, it follows from comparability and (10) that if A is empty, then (aQ, + oo) is a p-exponent sequence for yQ.
Similarly, if A. is nonempty and unbounded from below, then (a.., -<*>) is a pexponent sequence for y0. In the last possibility for A , it a is the infimum of A , then for any e > 0, a" a,-e a.n a,+f (11) z^logz)1 « yQ « z "(log z) l .
If p = 1, then (11) shows that (a.., a ) is a p-exponent sequence for yo> If p > 1, we consider the set A2 of all real a for which yQ « z (logz) '(log2z)a, and again consider the above three possibilities for A2» Continuing this way, it is easy to see that y0 possesses a p-exponent sequence.
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6. General hypothesis (for § §7-13). p is a positive integer; y0(z) is a function which is defined, meromorphic, and not identically zero in an element of F(a, b); yAz) is comparable with all logarithmic monomials of rank < 0; y Az) is a solution of a first-order differential equation ñ(z, y, y ) = 0, where ß is a polynomial in y and y , whose coefficients belong to a logarithmic field of rank p over F(a, b) and where some coefficient of Q is not identically zero.
7. Lemma B. Assume §6. Then there exists an element of F(a, b) on which yQ is nowhere zero.
Proof. If yQ « za over F(a, b) tot all real a, then the conclusion follows from [l, §4] . In the contrary case, it follows from comparability that y0 » z fot some real <xn, and in this case the conclusion is obvious.
Remark. Since [l, §4] is valid for all nonnegative integers p, it follows that Lemma B holds even if p = 0. Proof. Let (<xn, • • ■, a ) be the p-exponent sequence for y0, with q > 1 and a = + ». Then if Q. is given by (6), we have that for every € > 0, (7) and (8) hold. Now define wQ = y0/Qy Thus from (7) and (8), we have that for every e>0, 
rp(z) = z¿0(log zf1 ---(log9. 2z)d«"2 if a > 2, while if a = 1, set rp(z) = 1.
We now consider the set / -}q_^ and we distinguish two possibilities.
For those ik, j) which belong to every set }r where 0 < r < a -2, but not to /"_ V We haVe akjr -J = dr for ° * r ^ * -2> but f*y ■ rf». 1 -<"*/,«-! -/> > °-Letting e. be a fixed positive number which is less than all of the numbers (, ./2, and choosing the arbitrary number e > 0 in (21) and (22) so that ik + j)e < (y tot all these (k, j), it follows from (16), (21), (22), that for these ik, j), 
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where cf>(z) is as in (23). For those (k, j) which fail to belong to some set Jr, where 0 < r < q -2, it follows easily from (16), (21) and (22), that for some /, 0 </<£/-2, the left side of (24) is 0(zd° ■ ■ ■ (log/_ yz)dt-Hlog^'"**') for some Afe . > 0, and hence (24) holds for these (k, j) also. Thus (24) is valid for all (k, j) in / -/ j, and hence, since wQ is a solution of equation (14), we have We distinguish three cases. If neither k nor 772 is zero, then by (34) and (41), clearly (k, m) £ AQ -A. But from (39) and (40), we obtain \WJizJ -^(z^l > We now set (45) Um(w¿/w0)-E.
Since À was chosen so that (log z)*Bm -» », it follows from (42) and (43) that U/E -0. Thus, from (45), m w¿/w0 = Eil + oil)).
In view of (43) and (31), we thus have
From the definition of wQ we have
where Q y is given by (6). If in (6) (47), (48) and (49), we obtain y0/y0 -N(l + o(l)), where N is the monomial on the right side of (49), and hence we obtain the conclusion of the lemma. We are thus left with the case n = q -1. If Mm » 1, then by (47), (48) and (49) where N is the monomial on the right of (49) with n = a -1, and again the lemma is proved. The final possibility for M is that M % 1. Thus Mm = c for some constant c ¡¿'0. Since 72 = a -1, we obtain from (47), (48), (49),
Thus if c + a , £ 0, we obtain the conclusion of the lemma. We now show that 9-1 c + a ■/=■ 0, and so the proof of the lemma will be complete. We assume the contrary so c = -a .. Since a is a nonzero real number, so is c. If c < 0, it follows directly from the representation (47) and [7, §103] that for all real a, (log z) 227. -> 0 over F(a, b) . This clearly contradicts (13). The remaining possibility is that c > 0. In this case, we have by (12) that wQ « (log .z)c .
We set, iff = (log _jz)~c Wq> so iff -> 0, and in view of (47) 10. General hypothesis (for § §11-13). In addition to the hypothesis of §6, we further assume that y0 is power-comparable with all logarithmic monomials of rank < p + 1, and that yQ possesses a logarithmic p-exponent sequence (a0, • • •, a ). Let Q be as in (5) and let wQ = yQ /Q. Let 6 be the operator 6 . defined in §2(d). (k,j)eD (b) It is impossible that wQ » (log jZ)a for all a > 0.
Proof. In view of §6, it is clear that wQ is a solution of an equation (14), (k,i)ejp
Since the Ekj belong to a logarithmic field of rank p, and are « 1, it follows from (iii) of §2(e) that for some S > 0, E, . « (log z)-S fot all (k, j) £ I.. Let f2 = minie , S/2Î. Since (12) holds for a -1 = p, so do (21) and (22). Choosing the arbitrary e > 0 in (21) and (22) (5)), we have by Lemma E, part (b) , that it is impossible that vQ » (^°gb.iz) f°c all a > 0, in addition to it being impossible that zzz0 » (log jZ)a for all a > 0. But clearly vQ = l/wQ, so by the comparability of iz/_ with all monomials of rank < p + 1, it follows that the set of all real a for which wQ « (log ,2)a, is nonempty and bounded from below, and (56) holds if ß is the infimum of this set. We may assume that on Tj, \z\ > e (0) (see §2(b)), and we will use the notation 2zzn for exp(aL) if a is a real number. We now show that there is an element T2 of F(a, b), contained in Tj, such that, contained in Tj and T , it is easy to see that (58) holds.
In view of (58), we will let Lj(z) be a fixed analytic branch of logdwQ in T2, and we will use the notation, (dw0)a fot exp(aLj) if a is a real number.
We return now to inequality (51) and let ß be as in (56). We define As in [2, pp. 274-279], we will distinguish the two cases y > 0 and y < 0, and in each case, we will distinguish subcases according to the sign of ß. The proof that each case leads to a contradiction is almost identical to the corresponding proof in [2] , and hence we will simply sketch these proofs.
Case I. y > 0. By choosing e sufficiently small in (56) and (61) To prove (80), denote by E the left side of (80). Since / ~ M, clearly En ^ K where K is the nonzero constant in (2). By Appendix Lemma 1, there is an 72th root of K, call it A, such that E -» A over F(a, b). Let G -E -A, so G -» 0.
Let En = K+ H, where H « I. Substituting (G + A)" into this relation for En and expanding, it follows from [7, §33] that G « I. Thus E ~ A and (80) is proved.
(2) We construct an example of a function, analytic in an element of F(-n,7r), which over F(-n, rr), is power-comparable with all logarithmic monomials, but which is neither ~ to a logarithmic monomial nor of the form exp /zV(z)(l + o(l)),
where N is a logarithmic monomial. To proceed, let T be an element of F(-n, it) on which \z\ > en, and let zQ e T. Let F(z)= exp/* -£-1(logO<on T. From [3, §4] , it follows that F « z'a tot all a > 0 over F(-n, n). Let G(z) = exp(z'logz), where i2 = -1 and z1 = exp(z'(log z)). Then |G(z)| < |z|X on T, where A = 2en. Hence if we set H = FG, then H is nowhere zero on T and H = o(z~ ) over F(-7T, 77) for all a > 0. From (i) in Remark (1) above, H is power comparable with all logarithmic monomials and clearly H is not ~ to any logarithmic monomial over F (-?t, 77) . It remains to prove that H is not of the form exp/zV(z)(l + E(z)),
where N is a logarithmic monomial and E -» 0 over F(-n, rr). If we assume the contrary for some monomial N, we would have (81) iz* = 1 -(z'/log z) + Alog z)~ xNiz) (1 + Eiz)).
Since one of the relations, N » z~ (logz), N * z~ (logz), zV « z" (Iogz), must hold over F(-n, 77), it would follow from (81) that z -» 00 or z -» c for some constant c, over F (-77,77) , which is absurd. (3) In [2], the printer omitted the constant c _ . . which should appear
